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Summary  People  are  nowadays  opting  news  search  engines  for  searching  news  instead  of
traditional web  search  engines  as,  number  of  specialized  news  search  services  have  been  devel-
oped. So  it  becomes  necessary  to  evaluate  these  news  search  systems  and  help  users  to  select
the best  one.  Lots  of  work  has  been  done  to  measure  the  traditional  effectiveness  of  web  search
engines, major  work  has  been  done  for  relevance  based  evaluation  using  precision  based  meas-
ures, where  topical  relevance  is  often  the  main  selection  criteria,  but  less  work  has  been  done
to measure  the  time-sensitive  effectiveness  of  the  news  search  systems  where  freshness  mat-
ters. In  this  paper  we  used  a  scheme  using  mathematical  statistics  to  measure  the  time-sensitive
effectiveness  of  four  news  search  systems,  i.e.,  how  well  they  retrieve  the  fresh  documents.  To
our knowledge  there  is  a  lack  of  a  good  measure  that  combines  both  time-independent  effec-
tiveness and  the  relative  freshness  of  news  items  so  our  scheme,  using  top  ten  results  for  100
news queries  on  four  news  search  engines  with  the  basic  idea  to  pull  all  the  relevant  results
from the  news  search  systems  we  want  to  compare  together  into  a  single  ranked  list  based  on
their recency  and  analyse  the  relative  positions  of  these  results,  will  be  useful  in  stufﬁng  this
gap.
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IntroductionNews  search  engines  are  the  specialized  search  services
for  news  readers.  An  efﬁcient  and  effective  news  search
 This article belongs to the special issue on Engineering and Mate-
rial Sciences.
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ngine  is  one  which  return  fresh  and  relevant  document  in
esponse  to  a  news  query.  Traditionally  lots  of  work  has  been
one  to  measure  the  effectiveness  of  web  search  engines
Hawking  et  al.,  2001;  Beg  and  Ahmad,  2004;  Can  et  al.,
004;  Lewandowski,  2009;  Ali  and  Beg,  2009)  which  gen-
rally  takes  topical  relevance  factor  into  account,  but  less
ork  has  been  done  to  measure  the  time-sensitive  effective-
ess  of  web  search  engines  (Liu  et  al.,  2007),  especially  in
ases  where  user  expects  recent  information  related  to  the
uery  given.  For  news  search  engines  it  is  but  obvious  for
he  user  with  news  intent,  to  expect  fresh  retrieved  docu-
ents  which  can  satisfy  his  intent,  thus  urging  the  need  for
icle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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Table  1  TSAP@N  values.
N  Google  news  Bing  news  Yahoo  news  Newslookup
2  0.7100  0.6625  0.5750  0.3725
5 0.4081  0.3748  0.3151  0.2091
8 0.2672  0.2526  0.1956  0.1435
 0.1840  0.1337
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We  calculated  recall  (R),  precision  (P)  and  Hybrid  F-Measure
(HFM)  values  for  the  small  set  of  19  news  queries  (amongst
the  total  of  100  queries)  which  were  entered  into  the  four
news  search  engines  from  the  period  of  28/08/2015  to
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TSAP@2,5,8 and  10
Google news
Bing news
Yahoo news10 0.2381  0.2339
easuring  the  time-sensitive  effectiveness  of  news  search
ngines  for  comparison  amongst  the  several  existing  ones
n  the  web.  The  news  search  systems  on  the  web  either
ollow  meta-search  or  crawler  based-technology  for  their
mplementation.  In  the  meta-search  technology,  the  query
s  passed  to  several  component  search  engines  and  individ-
al  results  from  each  component  search  engine  is  collected
nd  merged  (using  a  good  merging  algorithm)  to  produce  the
est  merged  result.  The  development  and  implementation
f  a  news  meta-search  engine  was  discussed  in  Liu  et  al.
2007).  Other  technology  used  by  the  news  search  engines
an  be  web  crawler-based  where  it  crawls  news  documents
rom  various  sources  on  the  web  and  maintains  a  central
ocal  index  for  responding  user  queries.
ffectiveness of news search systems
ur  method  for  measuring  the  time-sensitive  effectiveness
f  news  search  systems  is  similar  to  Liu  et  al.’s  (2007)  work.
he  difference  being,  the  use  of  a  single  hybrid  measure
aving  a  right  mix  of  both  precision  and  recall  and  taking
nto  account  the  effect  of  each  ranked  result  amongst  the
op  10  retrieved  results.  We  entered  100  news  queries  (most
f  the  time-breaking  news  queries)  into  four  news  search
ngines  namely  Google  news, Bing  news, Yahoo  news  and
ewslookup  which  we  wished  to  compare  and  collected  the
op-10  results  from  each  search  engine.  The  period  of  the
uery-url  collection  was  from  ∼20/08/2015  to  05/11/2015,
early  three  months  time.
The  top  10  retrieved  results  from  each  news  search
ngine  were  judged  and  ranked  taking  into  account  both
elevance  and  freshness.  For  topical  relevance,  binary
udgement  relevant  or  irrelevant  was  done  and  for  fresh-
ess  judgement  we  noted  the  publication  date  and  time
f  each  news  result.  Almost  we  got  the  publication  date,
ime  or  both  for  each  result  (note:  if  no  publication  time
as  available  then  we  assumed  it  to  00:01  AM  on  the  pub-
ication  date).  The  retrieved  results  from  four  news  search
ngines  for  each  query  was  merged  into  a  single  list  and
anked  according  to  the  descending  order  of  time.  Similar
o  Liu  et  al.  (2007),  we  assumed,  the  importance  of  the  news
tems  can  be  given  by  Zipf’s  law  (discrete  power  law  prob-
bility  distribution  stating-  the  rank-frequency  distribution
s  an  inverse  relation),  where  for  the  news  item  having  rank
,  the  degree  of  importance  is  1/rp,  0  ≤  p  ≤  1.  Larger  values
f  p  indicate  higher  sensitivity  (p  =  0.9,  in  our  case).
For  the  results  pertaining  to  each  query,  we  merged  theesults  from  all  the  four  news  search  engines  into  a  single
anked  list  according  to  the  descending  order  of  time  and
e  followed  Ali  and  Beg  (2009)  for  calculating  the  sum  of
egree  of  importance  of  news  items  and  recall  and  precisionigure  1  List  of  19  queries  (amongst  100)  used  for  time-
ensitive  evaluation.
alues.  For  details  refer  to  Liu  et  al.  (2007). The  recall  and
recision  for  each  query  was  used  to  calculate  Hybrid  F-
easure  (HFM)  values  proposed  in  this  work.  The  HFM  value
s  given  by  the  formula  (Fig.  1):
FM  = (1  +  p
2) ×  recall  ×  precision  ×  R
(p2 ×  precision  +  recall) ×  N (1)
here  ‘recall’  and  ‘precision’  values  were  calculated  using
iu  et  al.’s  (2007)  method  but  we  increased  the  sensitivity
p  to  p  =  0.9.  R  is  the  number  of  relevant  results  retrieved
nd  N  =  10,  the  top  10  retrieved  results.
xperimental results
raditional  effectiveness
e  used  the  TSAP@N  measure  for  measuring  the  traditional
ffectiveness  of  four  news  search  engines  using  100  news
ueries.  The  average  TSAP  values,  at  different  levels  (2,  5,
 and  10)  are  shown  in  Table  1  and  Fig.  2.
ime-sensitive  effectiveness2 5 8 10T
Values of N Newslookup
Figure  2  Average  TSAP  values  at  N  =  2,  5,  8  and  10.
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Table  2  Average  values  of  recall,  precision  and  HFM  for  the  four  news  search  systems.
Q  no.  Google  news  Bing  news  Yahoo  news  Newslookup
R  P  HFM  R  P  HFM  R  P  HFM  R  P  HFM
0.12
t
q
i
R
A
B
B
C
H
LAverage  0.444  0.131  0.256  0.415  0.120  
16/09/2015.  We  tested  our  method  on  the  small  subset  of
queries  to  obtain  quick  results  and  intend  to  extend  the
method  on  large  number  of  queries  in  future  (Table  2).
Conclusion and future work
With  the  development  of  specialized  news  search  services  on
the  web,  people  are  turning  towards  news  search  engines  for
searching  news  instead  of  traditional  web  search  engines.  So
it  becomes  essential  to  evaluate  these  news  search  systems
to  ﬁnd  the  best  one.  Previous  evaluation  studies  focussed
on  web  search  engines  mainly  for  relevance  based  or  user
feedback  based  evaluation  but  few  studies  exist  for  time-
sensitive  evaluation  of  information  retrieval  system,  more
speciﬁcally  news  search  systems  (Ali  and  Beg,  2009;  Bokhari
and  Adhami,  2015),  so  in  this  paper  we  evaluated  four  news
search  systems  using  a  scheme  to  ﬁnd  how  well  they  retrieve
fresh  news  documents.  Our  scheme  used  a  hybrid  measure
having  a  right  mix  of  recall  and  precision  values  and  also
takes  into  account.
The  experimental  results  showed  that  Google  news  per-
formed  better  than  others  while  Newslookup  was  poor.  For
L7  0.153  0.056  0.068  0.114  0.039  0.036
ime-sensitive  evaluation  we  took  a  small  subset  of  19
ueries  to  obtain  quick  results  but  in  future  we  plan  to
mplement  our  method  on  bigger  set  of  queries.
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